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momentum supports its Workforce
Ramona Mandachi, Site Manager Brown Thomas proudly speaks about Paul Bradley, Janitor “A
Team member who always puts the Customer first…….

Ramona Mandachi, Site
Manager Momentum Support,
Brown Thomas, Dublin

“The Momentum Support Team in Brown
Thomas, Dublin are so proud that Paul
Bradley was invited to be part of Connect
Weekly Heart to Heart with the Editor.
Paul Bradley received recognition from
the Brown Thomas Management at the
last Awards. Paul is a person who always
puts Customer Service first. He is known
by his colleagues for never saying no,
even when others may consider the
request to be outside his role. No matter
what, Paul will do his utmost to deliver
every single time.”

momentum supports its Communities. Supporting Charity Partner Suicide or Survive (SOS)
Hi Verona

Lorraine Taylor speaks of her
beloved brother Stephen
Taylor and how the Wolf Run
was established in his
memory. Click on link
(forward for two minutes)
https://event.webinarjam.co
m/replay/370/yyg0ka8otokc
mmc882

Congratulations on completing your
Wolf Run Challenge. Your beautiful
bespoke medal will be in the post to
you shortly. In the meantime, many
thanks for participating in The Wolf
Run Challenge in aid of Suicide or
Survive. Your support is very much
appreciated. “Should any of your staff
wish to sign up for The Wolf Run, I can
arrange to have the Challenge
extended as it is due to close today.
Obviously, we would be only too
delighted to have the extra support.
Kind regards, Lorraine Taylor, The Wolf
Run

Hi Everyone, I actually did it! I completed the WOLF RUN CHALLENGE
exceeding the 10K target! Great news it is extended until 30th October
2020. Challenge and sign up by clicking on the link below. Not only will
you be supporting your own mental health wellness, you will also be
supporting the incredible Suicide or Survive (SOS) Charity. “Like me If
you are thinking gosh a bit of exercise would do me the world of good.
Kind Regards Verona Pentony The Editor Connect

Why not check out The Wolf Run
Challenge
https://www.popupraces.ie/race/t
he-wolf-run-suicide-or-survive/

momentum supports its Communities through our Charity partner Special Olympics

To Support Cant Stop Now appeal today
Click on Link https://www.cantstopnow.ie/

National Inclusion Week, is
running from September 28th October 4th 2020. Created by
Inclusive
Employers,
the
campaign which is now in its eight
year aims to raise awareness of
inclusion in the workplace.

Diversity and Inclusion is an
integral part of how Momentum
Support operates. PEOPLE are
our greatest asset representing
fifty-five
countries,
four
continents Africa, Asia, Europe
and South America. “We could
not deliver these highly
respected essential services
without you. THANK YOU

“We at the Open Doors
Initiative very much value
the hugely inclusive nature
of Momentum as a
workplace and their
emphasis on diversity with
all the creativity and lateral
thinking that brings. Keep
up the great work!”
Jeanne McDonagh, CEO
https://www.opendoorsi
nitiative.ie/

momentum supports its Stakeholders

as Momentum Support becomes a more responsible and

sustainable business. Test your own knowledge with the Editor’s Crossword Puzzle?
Answers will be published in the next the issue of Connect Weekly…

